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APFC – EPFO English 
 

Directions: The following ten (10) items (items 1 to 10) are on English Language; 

therefore, these items do not have Hindi Version. 
  

1. What is the indication out of the sentence: 'I gave him a piece of my mind'? 

A. Appreciation B. Warning 

C. Greeting D. Scolding 

 

2. What is the meaning of the expression : 'Blue blood'? 

A. Polluted industrial waste water B. Sap of teak wood 

C. An aristocrat D. A costly object 

  

3. 'He was hoist by his own petard' refers to 

A. He had problems as a result of his own plans to hurt others 

B. He was high up on the pole 

C. He would usually run away from trouble 

D. He was indifferent to his surroundings 

  

4. What is a Ballad? 

A. A novel B. A historical narration 

C. A popular story or folktale in verse D. Musical comedy 

 

5. Plagiarism means 

A. There was an epidemic of plague in an area 

B. It is a sort of political philosophy 

C. It indicates a happy community spirit like in playing Holi 

D. It is presenting the work of someone else’s as one’s own 

 

6. Rivalry between the two clans have become water under the bridge means 

A. The rivalry continues B. It has become a thing of the past 

C. It connects the two clans D. It is not forgotten 

 

7. Consider the sentence: 

‘The Teacher gave me the book’ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Where the words are numbered for convenience of reference. Consider also the 

insertion of a single word ‘only’ into this sentence to indicate a desired emphasis. 
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Where shall this word be inserted if the emphasis is to be 

(i) On the recipient 

(ii) On the uniqueness of the item given 

(iii) On the giver 

(iv) Respectively (only one at a time)? 

A. (i) Between 3-4; (ii) After 6; (iii) Between 2-3 

B. (i) Between 3-4; (ii) Between 5-6; (iii) Before 1 

C. (i) Between 4-5; (ii) Between 3-4; (iii) After 1 

D. (i) Between 2-3; (ii) Between 4-5; (iii) Between 1-2 

 

8. What is the meaning of the word ‘didactic’? 

A. Intended to be inspirational B. Teaching a moral lesson 

C. Received as comical D. Sharing an informative experience 

  

9. Consider the statement: ‘The message of peace and brotherhood permeated the 

address by the Chief Guest.’ Which of the following is meant by ‘permeate’ in this 

statement? 

A. To advocate B. To spread all over 

C. To anchor and stabilize D. To leave a permanent impression 

  

10. Arrange the following to form a grammatically correct sentence: 

1. Einstein was 2. Although a great scientist 

3. Weak in Arithmetic 4. Right from his school days 

Select the correct using the codes given below: 

A. 4, 1, 3 and 2 B. 2, 1, 3 and 4 

C. 4, 3, 1 and 2 D. 2, 3, 1 and 4 

 

11. What is the chronological sequence of the following events? 

1. First Battle of Panipat 2. Vietnam War 

3. French Revolution 4. First Gulf War 

5. World War 1 

Select the correct answer from below: 

A. 1, 5, 3, 2 and 4 

B. 3, 1, 5, 4 and 2 

C. 3, 1, 4, 5 and 2 

D. 1, 3, 5, 2 and 4 
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12. A branch of scholarship that flourished in Europe, particularly from the 15th to 

the 18th centuries, and was devoted to the appreciation, chronicling and classification 

of historic and non-organic relics, monuments and old texts refers to 

A. Archaeology B. History 

C. Architecture D. Antiquarianism 

 

13. Which of the following statements are correct in respect to ‘Stridhana’? 

1. Various types of movable property gifted to a woman on various occasions during 

her lifetime. 

2. Various types of movable property gifted to a woman at the time of her first 

marriage. 

3. On the woman’s death, this wealth could be inherited by her children and husband. 

4. On the woman’s death, this wealth could be inherited by her natural legally 

adopted children, with none of the sons-in-law having any claim on any part thereof. 

Select the correct answer using the codes given below 

A. 2 and 3 only B. 2 and 4 only 

C. 1 and 4 only D. 1 and 3 only 

 

14. What is the number of States and Union Territories in India? 

A. 29 and 6 B. 28 and 7 

C. 29 and 7 D. 28 and 6 

 

15. Which of the following is not true of the Western Ghats? 

A. UNESCO declared 39 places in the Western Ghats as ‘World Heritage Sites’ in 2012. 

B. It is one of the eight hottest hotspots of biological diversity in the world. 

C. It has two reserves and 13 national parks. 

D. ONGC surveys have recently found huge oil reserves. 

 

16. Ayodhya is located at the bank of the river? 

A. Falgu B. Ganga 

C. Saryu D. Yamuna 

 

17. The Khilafat Committee accepted Mahatma Gandhi’s suggestion for a non-violent 

non-cooperation protest against the Government on its meeting at 

A. Bombay B. Nagpur 

C. Allahabad D. Kanpur  
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18. What is the Know India Programme (KIP)? 

A. A programme for children aged 12-15 years from rural areas to make them aware 

of different aspects of India. 

B. A programme that facilitates visits of rural teachers to different parts of the 

country. 

C. An out-reach programme of the Ministry of External Affairs to build closer ties with 

India’s neighbourhood. 

D. A programme for diaspora youth to promote awareness among them about 

different aspects of India. 

 

19. What is the perimeter of the figure shown below? 

 

A. 44cm B. 48cm 

C. 54cm D. 58cm 

 

20. Special Economics Zones (SEZ) are developed to 

A. Generate additional economic activity throughout the country. 

B. Beautify suburban areas. 

C. Upgrade the facilities in the countryside. 

D. Promote investment from domestic and foreign sources 

 

21. Which of the following statements reflect the distinctive features about 6th 

century BCE Ganas or Sanghas? 

1. The ancient Indian Ganas were olagarchies. 

2. The ancient Indian Ganas were non-monarchical states. 

3. Magadha, Kosala, Vatsa and Avanti were the most powerful States of that era. 
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4. The producers of the Buddhist monastic order were patterned on the Sangha 

politics. 

Select the correct answer from below: 

A. 1, 2 and 3 B. 1, 2, 3 and 4 

C. 1, 2 and 4 D. 3 and 4 only 

 

22. Which is the chronological sequence of the following developments? 

1. Decline in the export of Indian cotton 

2. Cotton boom in India 

3. Civil War in America 

Select the option from below: 

A. 1, 3 and 2 B. 2, 3 and 1 

C. 1, 2 and 3 D. 2, 1 and 3 

 

23. Which of the following are the typical differences between the private insurance 

programmes and the social insurance programmes? 

1. Adequacy vs equity 2. Voluntary vs Mandatory participation 

3. Contractual vs statutory right 4. Funding 

Correct the correct option from below: 

A. 1, 2 and 3 only B. 1, 2 and 4 only 

C. 3 and 4 only D. 1, 2, 3 and 4 

 

24. ‘Unbalanced growth’ is hypothesized when 

A. Expansion can take place simultaneously on several growth routes 

B. Supply of labour is fixed 

C. Supply of capital is unlimited 

D. Active sectors need to, and do energize sluggish sectors 

 

25. Which of the following are incorporated in the Government approved National 

Telecom Policy, 2012? 

1. Broadband for all with a minimum download speed of two megabits per second 

2. India's rural tele-density to be improved from 39% to 70% in the next five years 

3. Roaming charges shall be scrapped 

Select the correct answer using the codes given below : 

A. 1 and 2 only B. 1 and 3 only 

C. 2 and 3 only D. 1, 2 and 3 
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26. Which of the following is one of the Millennium Development Goals fixed by the 

UNO? 

A. Halving extreme poverty and halting the spread of HIV/AIDS 

B. Develop a new variety of foodgrains which can ensure bumper crops 

C. To ensure that population does not increase in the least developed countries 

D. Develop procedures towards adequate and timely forewarning on hurricanes and 

tsunamis 

 

27. The term 'Carbon footprint' means 

A. A region which is rich in coal mines 

B. The amount of reduction in the emission of CO2 by a country 

C. The use of Carbon in manufacturing industries 

D. The amount of greenhouse gases produced by our day-to-day activities 

 

28. Amongst the following, who is the latest recipient of the 'Bharat Ratna' award 

(2015)? 

A. Sachin Tendulkar B. Atal Bihari Vajpayee 

C. Amartya Sen D. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam 

 

29. 'Green Revolution' in India was expeditiously feasible in zones of 

A. High rainfall B. Moderate rainfall 

C. Assured irrigation D. Higher population density 

 

30. What is Apartheid ? 

A. An international organization of peace B. A medical term 

C. A trade charter D. A policy of racial segregation 

 

31. Transportation plays a great role in any economy. Which of the following modes 

of transportation has the highest elasticity ? 

A. Air B. Rail 

C. Road D. Water  

 

32. How does an expansionary monetary policy affect the rate of interest and level 

of income? 

A. Raises the level of income but lowers the rate of interest 

B. Raises the rate of interest but lowers the level of income 

C. Raises both, the rate of interest and the level of income 

D. Lowers both, the rate of interest and the level of income 
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33. In a medium-size township, the trend of annual immigration is an addition of 

20% of the population as it was at the beginning; also 15% of the population as it 

was at the beginning is estimated to relocate elsewhere every year. If the current 

population is 80000, what is the likely population three years hence? 

A. 90000 B. 91200 

C. 92000 D. 92610 

  

34. 'The Problem of Rupee' was whose DSc Thesis ? 

A. Sri Aurobindo B. Dr. Rajendra Prasad 

C. Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru D. Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar 

 

35. What is the correct sequence of tributaries of the river Ganga from West to East? 

A. Yamuna, Ghaghara, Son, Gandak and Kosi 

B. Ghaghara, Yamuna, Gandak, Kosi and Son 

C. Yamuna, Ghaghara, Gandak, Son, and Kosi 

D. Ghaghara, Yamuna, Kosi, Gandak and Son 

  

36. There are two circles of radii r1 and r2 (r1 < r2). The area of the bigger circle is 
693

2
 cm2. The difference of their circumferences is 22 cm. What is the sum of the 

diameters of the two circles? 

A. 17⋅5 cm 

B. 22 cm 

C. 28.5 cm 

D. 35 cm 

 

37. Numbers a1, a2, a3, a4, a5 ……… a24 are in arithmetic progression and a1 + a5 + 

a10 + a15 + a20 + a24 = 225 

The value of a1 + a2 + a3 + a4 + a5 + ………+ a23 + a24 is 

A. 525 B. 725 

C. 850 D. 900  

 

38. Under the constitution of India which of the following statements are correct? 

1. The Constitution is supreme 

2. There is a clear division of powers between the Union and the state governments. 

3. Amendments to the constitution have to follow the prescribed procedures. 

4. The Union Parliament and the state Legislatures are sovereign. 
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5. The preamble to the constitution cannot be invoked to determine the ambit of 

Fundamental Rights 

Select the correct answer using the codes given below: 

A. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 B. 2, 3 and 4 only 

C. 1, 4 and 5 only D. 1, 2 and 3 only  

 

39. When the government ownership in Public Sector Undertakings is diluted, it is 

called 

A. Privatization B. Public Private Partnership 

C. Disinvestment D. Deflation 

 

40. The right to free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009 provides for education to 

every child in the age group 

A. 5 – 13 years B. 8 – 16 years 

C. 7 – 15 years D. 6 – 14 years 

 

41. If the Prime Minister of India is a member of the Rajya Sabha 

A. He can make statements only in the Rajya Sabha. 

B. He has to become a member of the Lok Sabha within six months. 

C. He will not be able to speak on the budget in the Lok Sabha 

D. He will not be able to vote in his favour in the event of a no-confidence motion 

 

42. Which one of the following formed the basic premise for developing the Indian 

Constitution? 

A. The Government of India Act, 1935 B. The U.S Constitution 

C. The British Constitution D. The UN Charter 

 

43. The Malimath Committee (2003) looked at ways to reform the 

A. Educational System in India B. Criminal Justice System in India 

C. Copyright laws in India D. Public-Private Partnership in India 

 

44. What are the disadvantages of Provident fund Scheme? 

1. Money is inadequate for risks occurring early in working life. 

2. Inflation erodes the real value of savings. 

3. It generates forced savings that can be used to finance national development 

plans. 
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Select the correct answer using the codes given below: 

A. 1 and 2 only B. 1 and 3 only 

C. 2 and 3 only D. 1, 2 and 3 

 

45. Besides resistance to pests, what are the other prospects for which plants have 

been genetically engineered? 

1. To enable them withstand drought 

2. To increase the nutritive value of the produce 

3. To enable them to grow and do photosynthesis in spaceships and space stations 

4. To increase their shelf life 

Select the correct answer using the codes given below: 

A. 1, 2 and 3 only B. 3 and 4 only 

C. 1, 2 and 4 only D. 1, 2, 3 and 4  

 

46. Consider the following items: 

1. Consumer goods and services 

2. Gross private domestic investment 

3. Goods and services produced by the government 

4. Net income from abroad 

Which of the above items are included in GNP? 

A. 1, 2 and 3 only B. 1, 2 and 4 only 

C. 3 and 4 only D. 1, 2, 3 and 4 

 

47. Which of the following statements best describes the content of theory of 

distribution? 

A. The distribution of income among different individuals in the economy 

B. The distribution of income between the centre and the state governments 

C. The principle of just distribution of wealth and income 

D. The distribution of income between the owners of factor resources 

  

48. The demand for a factor production is said to be derived demand because 

1. It is function of the profitability of an enterprise 

2. It depends on the supply of complementary factors 

3. It stems from the demand for the final product 

4. It arises out of means being scarce in relation to wants 

Which of the above reasons is/are correct? 

A. 1 only B. 3 only 

C. 2 and 4 only D. 1, 2, 3, and 4 
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49. Whenever countries set up a free trade area they abolish all restrictions on trade 

among themselves and 

A. They establish a common external tariff on imports from outside countries 

B. They abolish all restrictions on imports from outside countries 

C. They abolish all restrictions on imports from other free trade areas 

D. Each country maintains on quotas on imports from outside countries 

 

50. Which of the following are the functions of foreign investment promotion board 

(FIPB)? 

1. To ensure expeditious clearance of the proposals for foreign investment 

2. To review periodically the implementation of the proposals cleared by the board 

3. To undertake all other activities for promoting and other facilitating FDI as 

considered necessary from time to time 

4. To interact with the FIPC being constituted separately by the Ministry of Industry 

Select the correct answer using the codes given below: 

A. 1, 2 and 3 only 

B. 1, 2 and 4 only 

C. 1, 2, 3 and 4 

D. 3 and 4 only 

 

51. The term ‘dear Money’ refers to 

A. Low rate of interest on housing loans 

B. Value of money at the recession stage 

C. High rate of interest 

D. Savings gained due to decrease in rate of interest on housing loans  

 

52. A certain sequence of integers is constructed as follows: 

Consider 0 and 1 as the first two numbers. The next, i.e., the third number is 

constructed by their sums, i.e., 1. This process of constructing the next number 

continues taking these numbers 0, 1, 1 as the first, second and third numbers in the 

sequence. What will be the 7th and 10th numbers respectively? 

A. 6 and 30 B. 7 and 33 

C. 8 and 34 D. 10 and 39 
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53. The Rangarajan committee on disinvestment of shares in Public sector 

enterprises suggested that 

1. The percentage of equity to be divested should be more than 49% for industries 

explicitly reserved for the public sector and it should be either 74% or 100% for 

others. 

2. Year-wise targets of disinvestment should be maintained. 

Which of the above statements is/are correct? 

A. 1 only B. 2 only 

C. Both 1 and 2 D. Neither 1 nor 2 

 

54. The parliament can make any law for whole or any part of India for implementing 

international treaties 

A. With the consents of all the States 

B. With the consents of majority of the states 

C. With the consent of the states concerned 

D. Without the consent of any state 

 

55. In the study of pollution, SPM refers to 

A. Sulphur phosphorus matter B. Sulphur particulate matter 

C. Solid particulate matter D. Suspended particulate matter 

 

56. Which of the following industries were first established during the British rule in 

India? 

A. Cotton Textile industry; and jute industry 

B. Jute industry; and iron and steel industry 

C. Cotton textile industry; and chemical industry 

D. Jute industry; and chemical industry 

 

57. Which of the following are the roles of the finance commission India? 

1. The distribution of money collected through taxes 

2. Evaluation of centrally sponsored schemes 

3. Evolve principles based on which funds are allocated among states 

4. To develop five year plans 

Select the correct answer using the codes given below: 

A. 1 and 4 only B. 1 and 3 only 

C. 2 and 4 only D. 2 and 3 only 
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58. Which of the following statements are correct regarding the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF)? 

1. India is a founder member of the IMF 

2. India’s quota in the IMF is more than 4 percent. 

3. The Finance Minister is represented ex-officio on the IMF. 

4. IMF conducts regular review of India’s economic status under Article IV. 

Select conducts the correct answer using the codes given below: 

A. 1, 2 and 3 only B. 1, 3 and 4 only 

C. 2 and 4 only D. 1, 2, 3 and 4 

 

59. A firm is purchasing two items, both on credit on the same day. The credit term 

offered for the first item is /10, 1/20, net 30; and the credit term offered for the 

second for the second item is 3/5, 2/15, net 30. The declared purchase cost of item 

1 is Rs 60,000 and that of item 2 is Rs 1, 40,000. If both credits can be the total 

amount to be paid out? 

A. ₹ 1, 97,200 

B. ₹ 1, 97,500 

C. ₹ 1, 96,600 

D. ₹ 1, 98,400  

 

60. What was the position held by Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, before he became the vice-

President of India? 

A. Ambassador to the U.S.A. B. Chairman, U.G.C 

C. Chairman, Planning Commission D. Ambassador to the Soviet Union 

 

61. There are 20 girls and 30 boys in a class, and their respective average marks are 

found to be 55 and 58. The average marks of the entire class are 

A. 56.5 B. 56.6 

C. 56.7 D. 56.8 

 

62. Consider an industry with the following features: 

• Budgeted monthly fixed cost = ₹ 2, 20,000 

• Normal monthly output = 12000 per standard labour hour 

• Standard variable overhead rate = ₹ 25 per labour hour 

What would be total factory overhead rate? 

A. ₹ 40.33 per labour hour B. ₹ 41.67 per labour hour 

C. ₹ 42.67 per labour hour D. ₹ 43.33 per labour hour 
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63. Acid rain is due to 

A. Sulphur dioxide pollution B. Carbon monoxide pollution 

C. Pesticide pollution D. Dust particles in the atmosphere 

 

64. DNA fingerprinting is a technique used for the detection of 

A. Alzheimer’s disease B. Disputed parentage 

C. AIDS D. Yellow Fever 

 

65. There are four identically sized and shaped balls in a box, with only its top open. 

Each ball is of a different colour, these being: Green, Red, White and Blue, only one 

ball of each colour. Without looking into the box, one ball is randomly picked out and 

its colour is noted; then it is returned to the box. What are the chances that, in two 

successive draws, one may get the white ball and the red ball – in whichever order? 

A. 1/16 B. 1/8 

C. 1/4 D. 1/2  

 

66. Consider the following programmes: 

1. Credit Linked Capital Subsidy Scheme 

2. Micro Finance Programme 

3. National Manufacturing Competitiveness Programme 

4. Cluster Development Programme 

What is common in the above programmes? 

A. They are related to improving agriculture 

B. They are programmes related to Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 

C. They are programmes to improve large scale industries 

D. They are programmes to improve the traditional cottage industries  

 

67. SPAM in a system (e-mail) is 

A. A message distributed indiscriminately B. A search engine 

C. An activity of the user D. A command initiated by the sender 

 

68. A cylindrical closed tank contains 36π cubic metres of water, and is filled to half 

of its capacity. When the cylindrical tank is placed upright on its circular base on level 

ground, the height of the water in the tank is 4 metres. But, when this tank is placed 

on its side on level ground, what will be the height of the surface of the water above 

the ground? 

A. 9 metres B. 6 metres 

C. 3 metres D. 1 metre 
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69. Data regarding inventory of a particular item of usage in the production activities 

of an organization are: the quantity in stock is 1500 units and the value of this stock 

is ₹ 1, 27, 500. (This works out to an average unit cost of ₹ 85) During the ensuing 

year X, an additional 300 units are purchased at a unit cost of ₹ 95. Consumption in 

production processes during the year X has been 600 units. Working by the First-in-

First-out basis, the value of the residual inventory of the item at the end of the year 

X will be 

A. ₹ 1,00, 000 B. ₹ 1,02, 500 

C. ₹ 1,05, 000 D. ₹ 1,07, 500 

 

70. Consider the following statements about All India Radio: 

1. It is governed by the Prasar Bharati Board. 

2. It was so named in 1936. 

3. It does not provide DTH services. 

4. FM Rainbow and FM Gold are its subsidiary channels. 

Which of the above statements are correct? 

A. 1, 2 and 3 only B. 3 and 4 only 

C. 1, 2 and 4 only D. 1, 2, 3 and 4 

 

71. The famous ‘Giri’ approach in Industrial Relations in India espouses the cause of 

A. Adjudication B. Compulsory Collective Bargaining 

C. Conciliation D. Arbitration 

 

72. In a race, the first four winners are to be awarded points. Each winner’s points 

must be 5 more than that of the next position winner. Total sum of the points to be 

awarded is 50. What will be the points for the third position winner? 

A. 30 B. 20 

C. 10 D. 5 

 

73. Which of the following trends in FDI inflows are correct? 

1. In 2003-04, the FDI equity inflow percentage growth was negative. 

2. From 2004-05 to 2007-08, the FDI inflows were very high and positive. 

3. In 2008-09, the FDI inflows were positive, but had decreased relative to the 

previous year. 

Select the correct answer using the codes given below: 

A. 1 and 3 only B. 1, 2 and 3 

C. 2 and 3 only D. 1 and 2 only 
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74. In raising an object to given height by means of an inclined plane, as compared 

with raising the object vertically, there is a reduction in 

A. Force to be applied B. Work required 

C. Distance covered D. Friction force 

 

75. The mean and standard deviation of a set of 16 non- zero positive numbers in 

an observation are 26 and 3.5 respectively. The mean and standard deviation of 

another set of 24 non-zero positive numbers without changing the circumstances, 

are 29 and 3, respectively. The mean and standard deviation of their combined set 

of observations will respectively be 

A. 27.8 and 3.21 B. 26.2 and 3.32 

C. 27.8 and 3.32 D. 26.2 and 3.21 

 

76. A sinusoidal transverse wave is travelling in string. Any point of the string moves 

in 

A. SHM with the same angular frequency as that of the wave 

B. SHM with a different frequency than that of the wave 

C. Uniform circular motion with the same angular speed as that of the wave 

D. Uniform circular motion with a different angular speed than that of the wave 

 

77. The devices that work with computer systems as soon as they are connected are 

described as 

A. Hot Swapping B. Bay Swap 

C. Plug – N – Play D. USB Swapping 

 

78. Which one of the following software applications would be the most appropriate 

for performing numerical and statistical calculations? 

A. Database B. Spreadsheet 

C. Graphics Package D. Document Processor 

  

79. Consider the following statements on Global Positioning System (GPS): 

1. GPS allows accurate time- stamping on ATM transactions 

2. GPS relies on a set of satellites for transferring signals worldwide. 

Which of the above statements is/are correct? 

A. 1 only B. 2 only 

C. Both 1 and 2 D. Neither 1 nor 2 
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80. Consider the following statements: 

Cellular technology evolves in stages called Generation (G), where 

1. A Generation represents the number of subscribers; higher generation has more 

subscribers 

2. 2G technology has two standards CDMA and GSM 

3. 2G technology has CDMA standard and 3G has GSM standard 

Which of the above statements is/are correct? 

A. 1 and 3 only B. 1 only 

C. 3 only D. 2 only  

 

81. LAN, WAN and MAN are computer networks covering different areas. Their first 

alphabets L, W and M respectively stand for 

A. Local, World and Middle B. Long, Wireless and Metropolitan 

C. Local, Wide and Metropolitan D. Least, Wireless and Maximum 

 

82. A rectangular garden is to be twice as long as its width. If 360m of fencing 

including gates will totally enclose this garden, what is the length of the garden? 

A. 120 m B. 130 m 

C. 140 m D. 150 m 

  

83. The ‘Cloud Computing’ technology refers to 

A. A set of algorithms that solves problems using fuzzy logic 

B. Many computers that are interconnected through wireless networks and satellites 

C. A distributed computer architecture that provides software, infrastructure and 

platforms just as required by applications/users 

D. A futuristic technology that will use clouds to perform computing 

  

84. Consider the following statements for Nano-technology: 

1. It is the technology of creating materials and devices atom-by-atom. 

2. Physical properties change at the nanometre scale. 

3. Chemical properties change at the nanometre scale. 

Which of the above statements are correct? 

A.  1 and 2 only B.  1 and 3 only 

C.  2 and 3 only D.  1, 2 and 3 only 
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85. The large Hadron Collider (LHC) used in the CERN project is a particle accelerator 

located on the border between 

A. Spain and France B. France and Germany 

C. Spain and Switzerland D. France and Switzerland 

 

86. The method of communication in which transmission can take place in both 

directions, but happens only in one direction at a time, is called 

A. Duplex B. Half Duplex 

C. Full Duplex D. Simplex 

 

87. A collection of programs that controls how the computer system runs and 

processes information is called 

A. Compiler B. Operating System 

C. Linker D. Assembler 

  

88. SMPS is the acronym for 

A. Store Mode Power Supply B. Single Mode Power Supply 

C. Switch Mode Power Supply D. Start Mode Power Supply 

 

89. USB is the acronym for 

A. Uniform Service Broadcasting B. Unique Solution Bus 

C. Universal Serial Bus D. Universal Service Broadcasting 

 

90. In a chess tournament, each of the six players will play with every other player 

exactly once. What is the number of matches that will be played during the 

tournament? 

A. 10 B. 15 

C. 20 D. 25 

 

91. The Maternity Benefit act, 1961 (M.B Act) Provided for how many week’s wages 

during the maternity period? 

A. 11 weeks B. 12 weeks 

C. 13 weeks D. 14 weeks 

 

92. Which of the following are the instruments of providing social security in India? 

1. Income Tax 2. Employees’ Provident Fund 

3. General Sales Tax 4. LIC 
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5. National Pension Scheme 

6. Postal provident Fund 

Select the correct answer using the codes given below: 

A. 1, 2, 3 and 4 B. 2, 3, 4 and 5 

C. 2, 4, 5 and 6 D. 3, 4, 5 and 6 

 

93. A man buys apples at a certain price per dozen and sells them at 8 times price 

per hundred. What percentage does he gain or lose? 

A. 4% profit B. 6% profit 

C. 4% loss D. 6% loss  

 

94. For which time intervals, is the percentage rise of population the same for the 

following data? 

Period Population 

1970 40,000 

1980 50,000 

1990 60,000 

2000 72,000 

2010 80,000 

 

A. 1970-80 and 1980-90 B. 1980-90 and 1990-2000 

C. 2000-2010 and 1990-2000 D. 1980-90 and 2000-2010  

 

95. Four quantities are such that their arithmetic mean (A.M) is the same as the A.M 

of the first three quantities. The fourth quantity is 

A. Sum of the first three quantities B. A.M of the first three quantities 

C. (Sum of the first three quantities)/4 D. (Sum of the first three quantities)/2 

  

96. If the difference of two numbers is greater than the sum of the numbers, then 

A. Both the numbers are negative 

B. Exactly one of the numbers is negative 

C. At least one of the numbers is negative 

D. None of the above  
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97. A palindrome is a number which reads the same from left as well as right, for 

example, 23732, what is the number of palindromes between 10 and 1010? 

A. 101 B. 100 

C. 99 D.90 

 

98. In writing all the integers from 1 to 300, how many times is the digit 1 used? 

A. 160 B. 140 

C. 120 D. 110  

 

99. Consider the sequential integers 27 to 93, both included in the sequence. The 

arithmetic average of these numbers will be 

A. 61.5 B. 61 

C. 60.5 D. 60 

  

100. Consider the following statements in respect of Atal Pension Yojana: 

1. Beneficiary must be in the age group of 18 to 40 years. 

2. Beneficiary will receive the pension only after he attains the age of 60 years. 

3. After the death of a beneficiary, his spouse continues to receive the pension. 

4. No nominee of the beneficiary is permitted. 

Which of the above statements are correct? 

A. 3 and 4 only B. 1, 3 and 4 only 

C. 1, 2 and 3 only D. 1, 2, 3 and 4 

 

101. Walking at 3/4th of his usual speed, a man reaches his office 20 minutes late. 

What is the time taken by him to reach the office at his usual speed? 

A. 80 minutes B. 70 minutes 

C. 60 minutes D. 50 minutes 

 

102. Consider the following statements regarding the Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima 

Yojana: 

1. It is an application for all bank account holders up to the age of 60 years. 

2. It is life insurance cover. 

3. It is an accident insurance cover. 

4. The insurance covers death and permanent disability due to accidents. 

Which of the above statements are correct? 

A. 1 and 2 only B. 3 and 4 only 

C. 2 and 3 only D. 1 and 4 only 
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103. A and B run a 1 km race. A gives B a start of 50 m and still beats him by 15 

seconds. If A runs at 8 km/h, what is the speed of B? 

A. 4.4 km/h B. 5.4 km/h 

C. 6.4 km/h D. 7.4 km/h 

 

104. In a race of 1 km, A can beat B by 40 m and B can beat C by 50 m. with how 

much distance can A beat C in a 0.5 km race? 

A. 42m B. 43m 

C. 44m D. 45m 

 

105. In an office, 40% of the employees are men and the rest women. Half of the 

employees are tall and half short. If 10% of the employees are men and short, and 

40 employees are women and tall, the number of tall men employees is 

A. 60 B. 50 

C. 40 D. 30 

  

106. Which of the following were the main aspects of the Gandhi-Irwin pact of 1931? 

1. Suspension of the civil disobedience movement 

2. To take part in the then forthcoming Simla conference 

3. Pay taxes for the period of the civil disobedience movement 

4. Release of political prisoners 

Select the correct answer using the codes given below: 

A. 1 and 3 only B. 2 and 3 only 

C. 1 and 4 only D. 2 and 4 only 

 

107. Which of the following is not an absolute measure of dispersion? 

A. Range B. Mean deviation 

C. Quartile deviation D. Coefficient of variation 

 

108. A provisions shop-owner is found to mix 25 kg of rice worth Rs 32/kg and 20 

kg of rice worth Rs 35/kg and the mixed rice is sold at 15% profit. What is the selling 

price of the mixed rice? 

A. ₹ 35.40/Kg B. ₹ 38.33/Kg 

C. ₹ 36.50/Kg D. ₹ 37.42/Kg 
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109. The original lay of a rectangular plot ABCD on open ground is 80 m long along 

AB, and 60 m wide along BC. Concreted pathways are intended to be laid on the 

inside of the plot all around the sides. The pathways along BC and DA are each 4 M 

wide. The pathways along AB and DC will mutually be of equal widths such that the 

un-concreted internal plot will measure three-fourth of the original area of the plot 

ABCD. What will be the widths of each of these pathways along AB and DC? 

A. 3m B. 4m 

C. 5m D. 6m 

 

110. At a dinner party, every two guests used a bowl of rice between them, every 

three guests used a bowl of dal among them and every four guests used a bowl of 

curd among them there are altogether 65 bowls. What is the number of guests 

present at the party? 

A. 90 B. 80 

C. 70 D. 60  

  

111. Social security may provide cash benefits to persons faced with 

1. Sickness and disability 

2. Unemployment 

3. Crop failure 

4. Loss of the marital partner 

Select the correct answer using the codes given below: 

A. 1, 2 and 3 only B. 1, 2 and 4 only 

C. 3 and 4 only D. 1, 2, 3 and 4 

 

112. If 5 men and 9 women can finish a piece of work in 19 days, 3 men and 6 

women will do the same work in (wrong question: should be OR) 

A. 12 days B. 13 days 

C. 14 days D. 15 days  

  

113. If the radius of a circle is reduced by 50%, its area will be reduced by 

A. 30% B. 50% 

C. 60% D. 75% 

 

114. Employees state insurance Act, 1948 covers factors like 

1. Factories and establishments with 10 or more employees. 

2. Provision of comprehensive medical care to employees and their families. 

3. Provision of cash benefits during sickness and maternity. 
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4. Monthly payments in case of death or disablement. 

Which of the above statements are correct? 

A. 1, 2 and 3 only B. 1, 2 and 4 only 

C. 3 and 4 only D. 1, 2, 3 and 4 

 

115. Consider the following statements regarding the Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti 

Bima Yojana: 

1. It is applicable to all adults above the age group of 18 years. 

2. The premium is deducted from the account holder’s bank account through ‘auto 

debit facility.’ 

3. The life insurance worth is decided by the account holder and he has to pay the 

annual premium accordingly. 

4. The life insurance amount is given to the family after the death of the subscriber. 

Which of the above statements are correct? 

A. 1 and 3 only B. 1 and 4 only 

C. 2 and 4 only D. 2 and 3 only 

 

116. In an examination paper where maximum marks are 500, A got 10% marks 

less than B, B got 25% marks more than C, and C got 20% marks less than D. If A 

got 360 marks, what marks did D get? 

A. 65% B. 70% 

C. 75% D. 80% 

 

Directions: Each of the next four (04) items consists of two statements, one 

labelled as the ‘Statement (I)’ and the other as ‘Statement (II)’ Examine these two 

statements carefully and select the answers to these items using the codes given 

below: 
 

117. Statement (I): The effects of an income tax on consumption, saving and 

investment are micro effects. 

Statement (II): Income tax is an example of direct tax. 

Codes: 

A. Both statement (I) and Statement (II) are individually true and Statement (II) is 

the correct explanation of Statement (I) 

B. Both statement (I) and statement (II) are individually true but Statement (II) is 

not the correct explanation of Statement (I) 

C. Statement (I) is true but Statement (II) is false 

D. Statement (I) is false but Statement (II) is true.  
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118. Statement (I): Trade between two countries takes place on account of 

difference in costs. 

Statement (II): Different countries have different factor endowments. 

Codes: 

A. Both statement (I) and Statement (II) are individually true and Statement (II) is 

the correct explanation of Statement (I) 

B. Both statement (I) and statement (II) are individually true but Statement (II) is 

not the correct explanation of Statement (I) 

C. Statement (I) is true but Statement (II) is false 

D. Statement (I) is false but Statement (II) is true. 

 

119. Statement (I): Foreign investment may effect a country’s export performance. 

Statement (II): Inflow of foreign exchange may cause appreciation of local currency 

leading to a rise in the price of export commodities. 

Codes: 

A. Both statement (I) and Statement (II) are individually true and Statement (II) is 

the correct explanation of Statement (I) 

B. Both statement (I) and statement (II) are individually true but Statement (II) is 

not the correct explanation of Statement (I) 

C. Statement (I) is true but Statement (II) is false 

D. Statement (I) is false but Statement (II) is true. 

 

120. Statements (I): Speaker of the Lok Sabha appoints the Chairman of the Public 

Accounts Committee. 

Statement (II): Members of Parliament, eminent persons from industry and trade 

are the members of the Public Accounts Committee. 

Codes: 

A. Both statement (I) and Statement (II) are individually true and Statement (II) is 

the correct explanation of Statement (I) 

B. Both statement (I) and statement (II) are individually true but Statement (II) is 

not the correct explanation of Statement (I) 

C. Statement (I) is true but Statement (II) is false 

D. Statement (I) is false but Statement (II) is true. 
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Answers with Explanations 
 

1.  

Ans: D 

Sol:  

The correct answer is option D.  

Note that the phrase ‘give one’s piece 

of mind’ means to speak to someone in 

an angry way. Accordingly, ‘scolding’ 

explains the phrase aptly. 

 

2.  

Ans: C 

Sol:  

The correct answer is option C. Blue 

blood relates to a person born and 

brought up in an elite class. Aristocrat 

means a member of the highest social 

class, often with a special title. 

Therefore, it explains the meaning 

aptly.  

 

3.  

Ans: A 

Sol:  

The phrase ‘ hoist by his own petard’ 

means to have one's plans to cause 

trouble for others backfire on one. 

Evidently, option A is the correct 

answer here. 

  

4.  

Ans: C 

Sol:  

A ballad is a form of verse, often a 

narrative set to music.  

It could be a historical account or a 

folk tale in verse, usually sung or 

recited. 

Thus, of the given alternatives, 

option C is the correct choice. 

 

5.  

Ans: D 

Sol:  

The word ‘plagiarism’ means the act of 

copying another person’s ideas, words 

or work and pretending they are your 

own; something that has been copied 

in this way. 

  

6.  

Ans: B 

Sol:  

The phrase ‘water under the bridge’ is 

used to refer to events that are in the 

past and consequently no longer to be 

regarded as important. Thus, ,option B 

is the correct answer. 

  

7.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

Note  

i) When the emphasis is only on the 

recipient, the sentence would be : “The 

teacher gave only me the book” 

ii) when the emphasis is only on the 

item given, the sentence would be: 

“The teacher gave me the only book’ 

(between 5-6) 
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iii) when the emphasis is only on the 

giver, the sentence would be: “Only the 

teacher gave me the book.” (before 1) 

 

8.  

Ans: B 

Sol:  

The correct answer is option B. Note 

that the word means: 

1. designed to teach people something, 

especially a moral lesson 

2. telling people things rather than 

letting them find out for themselves 

Clearly, option B conveys the actual 

meaning of the word ‘didactic’.  

  

9.  

Ans: B 

Sol:  

The correct answer is option B. 

Note that the word permeate means: 

a. (of a liquid or gas) to pass through a 

porous material 

b. (of a smell or gas) to spread through 

a room or fill every part of something 

Accordingly, option B - ‘to spread all 

over’ represents the meaning in the 

given sentence that talks about the 

message of peace which was spread all 

over.  

  

10.  

Ans: B 

Sol:  

The correct order is 2,1,3 and 4. 

We can start the sentence with a 

conjunction ‘Although’ as their are 

contrasting ideas present in the 

fragments given - ‘great scientist’ and 

‘weak in arithmetic’ 

So, 2 will start the sentence. Next 

would be 1, as it names the scientist- 

Einstein. Next would be 3 forming a 

mandatory pair with 1. This is so 

because, 1 ends in ‘was’ and 3 starts 

with ‘weak’. Last would be 4, as it 

mentions the time frame since when 

Einstein was weak in arithmetic. 

  

11.  

Ans: D 

Sol:  

● The first Battle of Panipat was held 

on 20th April 1526 and was fought 

between the invading forces of Babur 

and Lodi dynasty. 

● The French Revolution shook 

France between 1787 and 1799 and 

reached its first climax there in 1789. 

It was also known as the ‘Revolution 

of 1789’. 

● World War I was held from 28th July 

1914 to 11th November 1918 and was 

fought between two coalitions, the 

Allies (primarily France, the United 

Kingdom, Russia, Italy, Japan and the 

United States) and the Central Powers 

(led by Germany, Austria-Hungary, 

and the Ottoman Empire).  

● The Vietnam War was a conflict that 

was held in Vietnam, Laos, and 

Cambodia from 1st November 1955 to 

the fall of Saigon on 30 April 1975. 
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● Gulf War was held from 1990 to 

1991 armed campaign waged by a 35-

country military coalition in response to 

the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. 

● Hence, D is the correct answer. 

  

12.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● The term antiquarianism focuses on 

the empirical evidence of the past and 

is perhaps best encapsulated by the 

18th-century antiquary Sir Richard 

Colt Hoare in a phrase, "We speak 

from facts, not theory." 

● Antiquarian term is used for those 

who study history with particular 

attention to ancient artifacts, 

archaeological and historic sites, or 

historic archives and manuscripts. It is 

often used in a pejorative sense, to 

refer to an excessively narrow focus on 

factual historical trivia, to the exclusion 

of a sense of historical context or 

process. 

● Hence, D is the correct answer. 

  

13.  

Ans: C 

Sol:  

● ‘Stridhana’ has been derived from 

the term ‘Stri’ (woman) and ‘dhana’ 

(property). It means a woman’s 

property and has come down all the 

centuries from the Hindu Smritis but 

presently, it has engulfed all forms of 

marriages in all visible castes and 

regions. 

● It is any valuable property consisting 

of land, ornaments, etc, which is 

exclusively owned by the woman and is 

a woman’s property over which she has 

got absolute power of disposal.  

● If the female owner dies, estate shall 

revert to the heir or heir of the last 

owner as if the latter had died before 

the limited estate had ceased. Such 

heirs mentioned here may be male or 

female, known as reversioners. 

● Hence C is the correct answer. 

 

14.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

● There were 29 states and seven 

Union Territories in the country in 

2016-17. 

● India is a union of states and is a 

Sovereign, Secular, Democratic 

Republic with a Parliamentary system 

of Government. Government’s system 

in states closely resembles that of the 

Union. Union Territories (UTs) are 

administered by the President through 

an Administrator appointed by 

him/her.  

● Hence, C is the correct answer. 
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15.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● Western Ghats of Sahyadri Hills are 

well known for their rich and unique 

assemblage of flora and fauna. 

● 39 areas in the Western Ghats, 

including national parks, wildlife 

sanctuaries and reserve forests, were 

designated as world heritage sites in 

2012. 

● It is one of the eight hotspots of 

world’s biological diversity due to its 

high level of biological diversity and 

endemism. 

● It is home to two biosphere reserves, 

13 National parks, several wildlife 

sanctuaries and many Reserve Forests. 

● There were no such huge oil reserves 

in this area. 

● Hence D is the correct choice. 

  

16.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

● Ayodhya is situated on the banks of 

holy river Saryu in Uttar Pradesh, It 

is an ancient city of India, is the 

birthplace of Bhagwan Shri Ram and 

setting of the great epic Ramayana. 

● So, C is the correct option. 

 

17.   

Ans: C 

Sol: 

● Khilafat movement's aim was to 

force the British government to change 

its attitude towards Turkey and restore 

the Khalifa to his former position. 

● Khilafat Committee unanimously 

accepted the suggestion of non-

cooperation and asked Gandhiji to lead 

the movement at Allahabad on 9th 

June 1920. After this, Khilafat 

Movement was merged with the Non-

Cooperation Movement launched by 

Mahatma Gandhi in 1920. 

● Hence, C is the correct option. 

 

18.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● Know India Programme (KIP) of 

the Ministry of External Affairs is a 

three-week orientation programme for 

diaspora youth conducted to promote 

awareness on different facets of life in 

India and the progress made by the 

country in various fields like economic, 

industrial, education, science & 

technology, communication & 

information Technology, culture.  

● It is a unique forum for students & 

young professionals of Indian origin to 

visit India, share their views, 

expectations & experiences and to 

develop closer bonds with 

contemporary India. 

● Hence, D is the correct answer. 

  

19.  

Ans: A 

Sol: 

AB + CD + EF + GH = JI = 12 
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BC + DE + FG + HI = AJ = 10 

10 + 10 + 12 + 12 = 44 cm 

  

20.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● Special economic zone (SEZ) is an 

area in which the business and trade 

laws are different from the rest of the 

country. 

● Main objectives of SEZ Act: 

○ generation of additional economic 

activity 

○ promotion of exports of goods and 

services 

○ promotion of investment from 

domestic and foreign sources 

○ creation of employment opportunities 

○ development of infrastructure 

facilities 

● Hence, D is the correct answer. 

  

21.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

● Gana-Sanghas were an alternative to 

the kingdom system of polity and were 

non-monarchical in nature. Unlike 

kingdoms, they were generally spread 

in Magadha, Kosala, Vatsa and Avanti 

● They practiced egalitarian traditions 

among the ruling clans and are 

generally believed to have existed as 

early as the 6th century BC, and 

persisted in some areas until the 4th 

century. 

● The gana-sanghas rejected the Vedic 

traditions and such a tendency among 

them suggests that they followed an 

older or alternative tradition and were 

oligarchic in nature. 

● Historical records have said that 

Jainism and Buddhism have emerged 

from the clans of the gana-sanghas. 

● Hence, B is the correct answer. 

  

22.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

● Export of Indian cotton declined from 

30% around 1800 to 3% by the 1870s 

due to stiff competition in the 

international markets. 

● In Western India, there was a cotton 

cultivation boom in the 1860s, leading 

to creation of a pocket of prosperity in 

the Deccan cotton belt. 

● The American Civil War was fought 

from April 12, 1861 to May 26, 1865 

between the Union (North) and the 

Confederacy (South), the latter formed 

by states that had seceded. 

● Hence B is the correct answer. 

  

23.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● Private insurance programs are 

different from social insurance 

programs. 

● Private insurance programs have 

great emphasis on equity while the 
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social insurance programs are designed 

by emphasizing adequacy.  

● In social programs, contributions are 

basically compulsory but in private it is 

voluntary.  

● Social insurance programs tend to be 

self-financing whereas private 

insurance programs are not. 

● Hence D is the correct option. 

 

24.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● Unbalanced growth hypothesis of 

Albert Hirschman suggests that a 

developing economy can promote 

economic growth by initially investing 

in industries with high backward and 

forward linkages. 

● Unbalanced growth hypothesis 

suggests that some sectors should 

attract more state attention than 

others. If they differ across regions, the 

unbalanced growth hypothesis 

suggests different distributions of state 

ownership (across sectors) in different 

provinces. 

● Hence, D is the correct answer. 

  

25.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● National Telecom Policy, 2012 

focused on increasing rural tele-density 

from the current level of around 39 to 

70 by the year 2017 and 100 by the 

year 2020. . 

● The policy provided affordable and 

reliable broadband-on-demand by the 

year 2015 and to achieve 175 million 

broadband connections by the year 

2017 and 600 million by the year 2020 

at minimum 2 Mbps download speed 

and making available higher speeds of 

at least 100 Mbps on demand. 

● It also provided Full Mobile Number 

Portability and worked towards One 

Nation that means Free Roaming. 

● Hence, D is the correct option. 

 

26.  

Ans: A 

Sol: 

● Millennium Development Goals 

(MDGs) are as follows: 

○ Eradicate extreme poverty and 

hunger. 

○ Achieve universal primary education. 

○ Promote gender equality and 

empower women. 

○ Reduce child mortality. 

○ Improve maternal health. 

○ Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and 

other diseases. 

○ Ensure environmental sustainability. 

○ Global partnership for development. 

● Hence, A is the correct answer. 

 

27.   

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● A carbon footprint is the total amount 

of greenhouse gases that includes 

carbon dioxide and methane that are 
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generated by our actions. Average 

carbon footprint for a person in the 

United States (US) is 16 tons, one of 

the highest rates in the world. Globally, 

the average carbon footprint is closer 

to around 4 tons. So, amount of 

greenhouse gases produced by our 

day-to-day activities is also included in 

the carbon footprint. 

 

28.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

● Former Prime Minister Atal Bihari 

Vajpayee was presented with the 

prestigious Bharat Ratna Award in 

2015 in New Delhi.  

● He served as the 11th Prime Minister 

of India, from 1998 to 2004 and is a 

leader of the Bharatiya Janata Party 

(BJP). 

● He was the first Prime Minister from 

outside the Indian National Congress 

party to serve a full five-year term. 

● Hence, B is the correct answer. 

  

29.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

● The Green Revolution began in the 

1960s by M.S. Swaminathan during 

which agriculture in India was 

converted into a modern industrial 

system by the adoption of technology, 

like use of high yielding variety (HYV) 

seeds, mechanized farm tools, 

irrigation facilities, pesticides and 

fertilizers.  

30.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● Apartheid was a system of 

institutionalized racial segregation that 

was present in South Africa and South 

West Africa (now Namibia) from 1948 

to the early 1990s. 

● It was characterized by an 

authoritarian political culture based on 

baasskap that ensured that South 

Africa was dominated politically, 

socially, and economically through 

majoritarianism by the nation's 

dominant minority white population. 

 

31.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

● Roadways are considered more 

important than any other means of 

transportation as roads connect almost 

all villages, towns, and cities and can 

be constructed in even hilly areas and 

regions where it is extremely difficult to 

reach with either by railways or even 

airways lines.  

● Hence, C is the correct answer. 

 

32.  

Ans: A 

Sol: 

● An expansionary monetary policy 

aims to increase the rate of monetary 

expansion to stimulate the growth of a 

domestic economy. The economic 

growth must be supported by 

additional money supply and this 
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money injection boosts consumer 

spending, as well as increases capital 

investments by businesses. 

● The expansionary monetary policy 

raises the level of income but lowers 

the rate of interest. 

● Hence, A is the correct answer. 

 

33.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

Let the population of the town in the 

beginning be 100x. 

Population of town after 1 year = 100x 

+ 20% of 100x – 15% of 100x  

= 100x + 20x – 15x  

= 105x 

So, following this trend the population 

of town will increase by 5% every year. 

Population of town after 3 years = 

84000 ×
105

100
×

105

100
×

105

100
 = 92610 

  

34.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● ‘The Problem of Rupee’ is a 257-page 

long thesis paper written by Dr. B. R. 

Ambedkar presented as his Doctoral 

thesis at the London School of 

Economics (LSE) in March 1923. 

● In this thesis, he tried to explain the 

troubles that were associated with the 

national currency of India ‘Rupee’. 

● Hence, D is the correct answer. 

 

 

 

35.  

Ans: A 

Sol:  

● Ganga has tributaries on both banks: 

right bank tributaries include Yamuna 

and Son and left bank tributaries 

include Gomti, Ghaghara, Gandak, 

Kosi. The right sequence of Ganga’s 

tributaries from west to east are 

Yaumana, Gomti, Ghaghara, Son, 

Gandak, Kosi. 

  

36.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

Area of a circle of radius r = r2 

So, 
22

7
× r2 × r2 = 

693

2
 

⇒ r2 = 10.5 cm 

Also, 2 ×
22

7
(r2 − r1) = 22 

⇒ 2 ×
22

7
(10.5 − r1) = 22 

⇒ r1 = 7 cm 

Sum of the diameters of the two circles  

= (2 × 10.5 + 2 × 7) = 35 cm 

  

37.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

The common difference be d. 

a1 + a1 + 4d + a1 + 9d + a1 + 14d + a1 

+ 19d + a1 + 23d = 225 

⇒ 6a1 + 69d = 225 

⇒ 2a1 + 23d = 75 

Sum of n tern of an AP = 
n(first term + last term)

2
 

a1 + a2 + a3 + a4 + a5 + ………+ a23 + 

a24 
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= 
24

2
(a1 + a24) 

= 12(a1 + a1 + 23d) = 12(2a1 + 23d) 

= 12 × 75 = 900 

 

38.   

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● The Constitution of India is supreme 

as it lays down the framework defining 

fundamental political principles, 

establishes the structure, sets 

Fundamental rights, etc. 

● Indian Constitution provides clear 

provisions for the division of legislative 

powers between the State 

Governments and Union Government 

(Centre) in India. 

● Indian Parliament and state 

legislature cannot be considered a 

sovereign body since its authority and 

jurisdiction are limited by 'legal' 

constraints. 

● Preamble may be invoked to 

determine the ambit of the 

fundamental rights (FR) and Directive 

Principles of States Policy (DPSP). It is 

considered as the soul of the 

Constitution and as such is the precious 

part of the Constitution. 

● Hence, D is the correct answer. 

 

39.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

● Disinvestment in Public sector 

undertakings (PSUs) in India is a 

process of public asset sales done by 

the President of India and can be 

directly offered for sale to the private 

sector or indirectly done through a 

bidding process.  

● It can take the form of divestment or 

a reduction of capital expenditures 

(CapEx) and is carried out for strategic, 

political, or environmental reasons. 

● Hence, C is the correct answer. 

 

40.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● Right of Children to Free and 

Compulsory Education Act or Right 

to Education Act (RTE) was enacted 

on 4th August 2009, which describes 

the modalities of the importance of free 

and compulsory education for children 

between the age of 6 to 14 years in 

India under Article 21A of the Indian 

Constitution. 

● After this enactment, India became 

one of the 135 countries to make 

education a fundamental right of every 

child when the act came into force on 1 

April 2010. 

● Hence, D is the correct answer. 

 

41.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● Rajya Sabha cannot remove the 

council of ministers by passing a no-

confidence motion and No Confidence 

Motion can only be introduced in the 

Lok Sabha. 
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● So, If the Prime Minister of India is a 

member of the Rajya Sabha, he will not 

be able to vote in his favour in his 

council in a no-confidence motion. 

  

42.  

Ans: A 

Sol: 

● The constitution was drawn from a 

number of sources, especially previous 

legislation such as the Government of 

India Act 1858, Indian Councils 

Acts of 1861, 1892 and 1909, the 

Government of India Acts 1919 and 

1935, and the Indian Independence 

Act 1947.  

● Among these acts, the amendment 

act of 1935 is a very important step for 

making the constitution for two 

newborn countries (India and Pakistan) 

providing new assembly and sovereign 

power to draft and enact a new 

constitution for the separate states. 

● Hence, A is the correct answer. 

 

43.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

● The Malimath Committee was headed 

by Justice V.S. Malimath (former Chief 

Justice of the Karnataka and Kerala 

High Courts) began its work in 2000. 

● It was related to the criminal justice 

system in India and this committee 

suggested the setting up of a State 

Security Commission, as 

recommended by the NPC, to insulate 

the police from political pressure. 

44.  

Ans: A 

Sol: 

● Employees’ Provident Fund Scheme 

(EPF Scheme) is a welfare scheme 

brought into force to secure a better 

future for employees. It is a statutory 

benefit available to the employees post 

retirement or when they leave the 

services.  

● Money that you invest in Provident 

Fund cannot be withdrawn until you’re 

unemployed for 2 months or until 

retirement and in some exceptions in 

cases of emergency. 

● If the individual withdraws his 

Provident Fund before completing 5 

years then the amount becomes 

taxable. 

● Inflation erodes the real value of 

savings in the PF case. 

● Hence, A is the correct answer. 

 

45.   

Ans: C 

Sol: 

● Genetically modified (GM) plants 

have been genetically modified using 

recombinant DNA technology. 

● They are resistant to abiotic stresses, 

like drought, extreme temperature or 

salinity, and biotic stresses, such as 

insects and pathogens, that would 

normally prove detrimental to plant 

growth or survival.  
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● They are also used in the production 

of recombinant medicines and 

industrial products, such as monoclonal 

antibodies, vaccines, plastics and 

biofuels. They have good shelf life as 

well. 

● So, C is the correct answer. 

  

46.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● GNP comprises government 

expenditure, personal consumption 

expenditure, private domestic 

investments, net exports, consumer 

goods and services and income earned 

by nationals overseas, and eliminates 

the income of foreign residents within 

the domestic economy. 

● However, it includes residents' 

investment income from overseas 

investments. 

● Hence, D is the correct answer. 

 

47.  

Ans: D 

Sol:  

● Theory of distribution is the specific 

study of the theory of price. As the 

prices of products can be described 

with the help of demand and supply 

forces interaction, likewise its 

distribution can also be described by 

the determination of prices of the 

factors which are also explained with 

interaction of their demand and supply 

forces. 

● This means, distribution theory is the 

systematic attempt to account for the 

sharing of the national income among 

the owners of the factors of production 

like land, labour, and capital.  

● Hence, D is the correct answer. 

  

48.  

Ans: B 

Sol:  

● Derived demand is termed as 

demand for a factor of production or 

intermediate good that occurs as a 

result of the demand for another 

intermediate or final good. 

● This term was first introduced by 

Alfred Marshall in his Principles of 

Economics in 1890 and simply means 

Demand for all factors of production. 

● It can be induced by what is required 

to complete the production of a 

particular good, including the capital, 

land, labor, and necessary raw 

materials.  

● Hence, B is the correct answer. 

 

49.  

Ans: A 

Sol:  

● A free trade area is a region in which 

several countries have signed a free 

trade agreement and maintain little or 

no barriers to trade in the form of 

tariffs or quotas among one another. 
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● It facilitates international trade and 

the associated gains from trade along 

with the international division of labor 

and specialization. 

● It establish a common external tariff 

on imports from outside countries 

 

50.  

Ans: C 

Sol:  

● Foreign Investment Promotion Board 

(FIPB) was a national agency of 

Government of India that 

recommended foreign direct 

investment (FDI) which does not come 

under the automatic route.  

● It looks after the inward investment 

proposals were routed to obtain 

required government approvals from 

involved ministries. 

● It ensured expeditious clearance of 

the proposals for foreign investment, 

periodically reviewed the 

implementation of the proposals 

cleared by the board and interact with 

foreign Investment Promotion Council 

(FIPC). 

● The Indian Government announced 

the abolition of Foreign Investment 

Promotion Board (FIPB) in 2017. 

 

51.   

Ans: C 

Sol:  

● Dear money (tight money) is a rigid 

form of money with high-interest rates 

and is hard to obtain. It can be a result 

of restricted money supply, causing 

interest rates to be pushed up due to 

the forces of supply and demand. 

● Hence, C is the correct answer. 

 

52.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

This type of number series is known as 

Fibonacci Series in which each number 

is the sum of the two preceding 

numbers.  

Here, 0 and 1 are the first two 

numbers. So, third number will be the 

sum of 0 and 1 which is 1 same as 

fourth number is the sum of 1 and 1 

which is 2 and so on. 

0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, ….  

So, the 7th and 10th numbers are 8 

and 34. 

  

53.  

Ans: A 

Sol: 

● The Rangarajan Committee on 

disinvestment of shares in Public sector 

enterprises recommended disinvesting 

up to 49% of PSEs equity for industries 

explicitly reserved for the public sector 

and over 74% in other industries in 

April 1993.  

● The committee also suggested four 

modes of disinvestment viz. Trade sale, 

Strategic Sale, Offer of shares and 

Closure or sale of Assets and said that 

disinvestment should be a transparent 

process duly protecting the right of the 

workers. 
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● Year-wise targets of disinvestment 

was not its recommendation. 

● Hence, A is the correct answer 

  

54.  

Ans: D 

Sol:  

● Article 253 of the Constitution says 

that the Parliament has the power to 

make any law for the Union of India or 

particular state or any union territory 

for implementing any international 

treaty, agreement, or convention or for 

implementing any decision made at 

any international forum, conference, 

organization, or association. 

● So, D is the correct answer. 

  

55.  

Ans: D 

Sol:  

● In the context of pollution, SPM 

stands for Suspended particulate 

matter. They are finely divided solids 

or liquids that may be dispersed 

through the air due to combustion 

processes, industrial activities or 

natural sources. 

● It is usually defined as comprising 

particles less than 10 μm in diameter 

suspended in the atmospheric 

environment and can be produced by 

photochemical reactions of gaseous 

substances in the atmosphere. 

● Hence, D is the correct answer. 

 

 

 

 

 

56.  

Ans: A 

Sol:  

● Cotton mill, jute mill, and coal mine 

were the first factories, established by 

Britishers in India. By the end of the 

19th century, 194 cotton mills and 36 

jute mills were in the western part of 

the country (Maharashtra and 

Gujarat). 

● These British mills destroyed the 

well-known Indian industry for textiles 

and handicrafts and made India a mere 

exporter of raw material from the main 

producer country. 

● Hence, A is the correct answer. 

 

57.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

● Finance Commission is a 

constitutional body, which was formed 

under Article 280 of the Indian 

Constitution to give its 

recommendations on the distribution of 

Tax revenues between the Centre and 

the states as well as among the states.  

● Its main function are giving 

recommendations for the division of 

tax revenue between the union and the 

states, establishing the criteria that 

shall govern the grants in aid of 

revenues to states from the India 

Consolidated Fund, suggesting the 

appropriate measures to raise the 

consolidated fund of the states for the 

development of Panchayats in the 

state. So, statements 1 and 3 are 

correct. 

● Hence, B is the correct answer. 
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58.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

● International Monetary Fund (IMF) is 

a major financial agency of the United 

Nations (UN), and is headquartered at 

Washington, D.C., consisting of 190 

countries. 

● It was established along with the 

International Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development at the Conference of 

44 nations held at Bretton Woods, USA 

in July 1944. India is one of the 

founding members of the IMF. 

● India's quota in the IMF (voting 

shares in the multilateral lending 

agency) is 2.75%. So, statement 2 is 

incorrect. 

● As part of the mandate for 

international surveillance under the 

Articles of Agreement, the IMF 

conducts what is known as Article-IV 

consultations to review the economic 

status of member countries. The 

Finance Minister is represented ex-

officio on the IMF. So, statements 3 

and 4 are correct. 

● Hence, B is the correct answer. 

 

59.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

According to the question, if the credit 

is paid back in the 14 days after 

purchase, the discount on the first item 

will be 1% and that on the second item 

will be 2%. 

So, the total amount to be paid = 99% 

of 60000 + 98% of 140000 

= 99 × 600 + 98 × 1400  

= 59400 + 137200  

= Rs. 196600 

 

60.  

Ans: D 

Sol:  

● Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan was an 

Indian philosopher and statesman, who 

served as the second president of India 

from 1962 to 1967.  

● He was also the first vice president of 

India from 1952 to 1962 and was the 

second ambassador of India to the 

Soviet Union from 1949 to 1952. He 

was also the fourth vice-chancellor of 

Banaras Hindu University from 1939 to 

1948 and vice-chancellor of Andhra 

University from 1931 to 1936. He 

represented India at UNESCO from 

1946–52. 

● So, D is the correct answer. 

 

61.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

Required average = 
Total marks of class

Number of students
 

= 
20 × 55 + 30 × 58

20 + 30
 = 

1100 + 1740

50
  

= 
2840

50
 = 56.8 
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62.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

Total factory overhead rate = 
220000

12000
 + 

25  

= 18.33 + 25 

= Rs. 43.33 per labour hour 

  

63.  

Ans: A 

Sol: 

● Acid rain occurs due to the release of 

sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides into 

the atmosphere, where they react with 

water, oxygen, and other chemicals to 

become sulfuric and nitric acid 

respectively. The pH of acid-impacted 

rain is usually below 4.5 on the pH 

scale. 

● So, A is the correct answer. 

  

64.  

Ans: B 

Sol:  

● DNA fingerprinting is used to 

determine the probable identity of a 

person based on the nucleotide 

sequences of certain regions of human 

DNA that are unique to individuals.  

● It is used in a variety of situations, 

such as criminal investigations, other 

forensic purposes and paternity 

testing.  

● So, B is the correct answer. 

  

 

 

65.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

Let P(W) denote the probability of 

getting a white ball and P (R) denote 

the probability of getting a red ball. 

P(W) = 
1

4
 

P(R) = 
1

4
 

Here we have two cases: 

Either the first ball drawn is white and 

second is red or first ball is red and 

second is white. 

Required probability = P(W) × P(R) + 

P(R) × P(W) 

= 
1

4
×

1

4
+

1

4
×

1

4
 = 

2

16
 = 

1

8
 

 

66.  

Ans: B 

Sol:  

● MSMEs are the backbone of the 

Indian economy, contributing 30% of 

the country’s GDP, 45% of 

manufacturing output and providing 

employment to 11 crores of India’s 

population. 

● Schemes related to MSMEs are 

Emergency Credit Line Guarantee 

Scheme (ECLGS), Credit Guarantee 

Trust for Micro and Small Enterprises 

(CGTMSE), Credit Linked Capital 

Subsidy Scheme, Micro-Finance 

Programme, National Manufacturing 

Competitiveness Programme, Cluster 

Development Programme, Raising and 

Accelerating MSME performance 

(RAMP) programme, Udyam, e-Shram, 
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National Career Service (NCS) and 

Aatamanirbhar Skilled Employee 

Employer Mapping (ASEEM) portals. 

● So, B is the correct option. 

 

67.  

Ans: A 

Sol: 

Spam email is unsolicited and 

unwanted junk email sent out in bulk to 

an indiscriminate recipient list.  

Typically, spam is sent for commercial 

purposes.  

It can be sent in massive volume by 

botnets, networks of infected 

computers. 

  

68.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

The cylindrical closed tank is filled 50% 

of its capacity. If it is placed on its side 

then the water level will rise to 50% of 

the diameter. So, the height of water 

above the ground will be equal to 

radius. 

 × r2 × 4 = 36 

⇒ r2 = 9 

⇒ r = 3 

Required answer = 3 metres 

 

69.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

 Value of the residual inventory at the 

end of the year X = (1500 – 600) × 85 

+ 300 × 95  

= 76500 + 28500 

= ₹ 1,05,000 

70.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

● All India Radio (AIR) was 

established in 1936 and is officially 

known since 1957 as Akashvani 

(Voice from the Sky) and is the 

national public radio broadcaster of 

India and is a division of Prasar Bharati.  

● Vividh Bharati (Hindi Music 

Radio), AIR FM Rainbow India 

(Hindi & English Music Radio), AIR 

FM Gold Delhi (Classic Hindi Music 

& News Radio), and AIR Live News 

24×7 (Hindi & English News Radio) 

are its subsidiary channels. 

● It does provide Direct-to-home (DTH) 

service, which is a satellite broadcast 

service in which a large number of 

radio channels are digitally beamed 

down over a territory from a high-

power satellite. 

● So, C is the correct option. 

 

71.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

● According to V.V. Giri's approach to 

employer-employee relations implies 

the encouragement of mutual 

settlement of disputes, collective 

bargaining, and voluntary arbitration. 

● As per the approach, Collective 

bargaining and mutual negotiations 

between management and labour 

should be used to settle industrial 

disputes.  

● So, B is the correct option. 
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72.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

Let the points awarded to the runner at 

fourth position be x. 

Then the points awarded to third, 

second and first runner will be (x + 5), 

(x + 10) and (x + 15) respectively. 

According to question, 

x + x + 5 + x + 10 + x + 15 = 50 

⇒ 4x = 20 

⇒ x = 5 

Points awarded to third runner = 5 + 5 

= 10 

  

73.   

Ans: B 

Sol: 

● Foreign direct investment (FDI) is an 

ownership stake in a foreign company/ 

project made by an investor, company, 

or government from another country 

and is the sum of equity capital, long 

term capital, and short-term capital.  

● According to a study in 2003-04, FDI 

equity inflow percentage growth was 

negative by 7.2% due to decline of 

fresh equity capital inflows and the 

growth rate was 41.44, 43.61 and 

186.96 and 39.69 from 2004 -05 to 

2007 -08 and decreased to 24.58 

relatively to the previous year which 

was 39.69. 

● So, B is the correct option. 

 

 

 

74.  

Ans: A 

Sol: 

● To raise an object vertically, the 

required force is equal to its weight 

(mg) and to raise an object in an 

inclined plane, the required force is 

equal to the sine component of weight 

(mgsinθ).  

● Since sinθ is less than 1, the required 

force to raise an object in an inclined 

plane will be less than the required 

force to raise it vertically. 

● Hence, option A is correct. 

 

75.  

Ans: A 

Sol: 

 Mean of combined set = 
16 × 26 + 24 × 29

16 + 24
 = 

27.8 

Standard deviation of combined set = 

√
N1σ1

2+N2σ2
2+N1d1

2+N2d2
2

N1+ N2
 

d1 = mean of first set – mean of 

combined set 

d2 = mean of second set – mean of 

combined set 

d1 = 26 – 27.8 = −1.8 

d2 = 29 – 27.8 = 1.2 

Standard deviation of combined set = 

√
16 × 3.52+24 × 32+ 16 × (−1.8)2+ 24 × (1.2)2

16 + 24
 

= √
196 + 216 + 51.84 + 34.56

16 + 24
 

= √
498.4

40
 = √12.46 

= 3.52 
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76.  

Ans: A 

Sol: 

● Transverse sinusoidal wave in the 

simplest kind of wave with one-

dimensional string. In this wave, each 

point of the string undergoes a 

harmonic oscillation.  

● So, A is the correct answer. 

 

77.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

The devices that work with computer 

systems as soon as they are connected 

are described as Plug -N- Play . 

Plug and Play (PnP) is a catchy phrase 

used to describe devices that work with 

a computer system as soon as they are 

connected. 

The user does not have to manually 

install drivers for the device or even tell 

the computer that a new device has 

been added. 

  

78.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

A spreadsheet is computer software 

that displays data in a two-dimensional 

grid and uses formulas to connect the 

data. 

Spreadsheets were developed as 

computerized analogs of paper 

accounting worksheets. 

The program operates on data entered 

in cells of a table.  

Each cell may contain either numeric or 

text data, or the results of formulas 

that automatically calculate and display 

a value based on the contents of other 

cells. 

  

79.   

Ans: C 

Sol: 

● Global positioning system (GPS) 

is a network of satellites and receiving 

devices which is used to determine the 

location of something on Earth.  

● GPS’s timing signal is important for 

ATM transactions as it is noticed by GPS 

and GPS relies on a set of satellites for 

transferring signals worldwide.  

● It uses 30+ satellites for navigation 

on earth and they constantly send out 

signals by which we can navigate or 

trace location.  

● Each satellite circulates the earth at 

least two times and it is owned by the 

United States (US) Government. 

● So, C is the correct answer. 

 

80.   

Ans: D 

Sol: 

GSM is a second-generation (2G) 

standard employing time-division 

multiple-access (TDMA) spectrum-

sharing, issued by the European 

Telecommunications Standards 

Institute (ETSI). 

The GSM standard does not include 

the 3G Universal Mobile 
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Telecommunications System (UMTS), 

code-division multiple access (CDMA) 

technology, nor the 4G LTE orthogonal 

frequency-division multiple access 

(OFDMA) technology standards 

 

81.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

LAN stands for local area network. It 

is a group of network devices that allow 

communication between various 

connected devices. 

WAN stands for wide area network. 

It covers a large area than LAN as well 

as a MAN such as country/continent 

etc.  

MAN stands for metropolitan area 

network. It covers a larger area than 

LAN such as small towns, cities, etc.  

 

82.  

Ans. A 

Sol: 

Let the length of garden be 2x. 

So, the breadth of garden = x 

2(2x + x) = 360 

⇒ 6x = 360 

⇒ x = 60 

Length of garden = 2 × 60 = 120 m 

 

83.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

Cloud computing is the delivery of 

computing services including servers, 

storage, databases, networking, 

software, analytics, and intelligence 

over the Internet (the cloud) to offer 

faster innovation, flexible resources, 

and economies of scale. 

  

84.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● Nanotechnology is science, 

engineering, and technology which is 

conducted at the nanoscale (1 to 100 

nanometers). It is the study and 

application of extremely small things 

and can be used across all the other 

science fields, such as chemistry, 

biology, physics, materials science, and 

engineering. 

● It is science and engineering at the 

scale of atoms and molecules and is the 

manipulation and use of materials and 

devices so tiny that nothing can be built 

any smaller. So, statement 1 is correct 

● Nanoparticles have physical and 

chemical properties that are very 

different from the same materials at 

larger scales. So, statements 2 and 3 

are correct. 

● So, D is the correct answer. 

  

85.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) 

is the most powerful particle 

accelerator ever built and the 

accelerator sits in a tunnel 100 metres 

underground at CERN, the European 
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Organization for Nuclear Research, 

on the Franco-Swiss border near 

Geneva (Switzerland). 

● It is a particle accelerator that pushes 

protons or ions to near the speed of 

light and consists of a 27-kilometre ring 

of superconducting magnets with 

several accelerating structures that 

boost the energy of the particles along 

the way. 

● So, D is the correct answer. 

  

86.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

A Half-duplex (HDX) system provides 

communication in both directions, but 

only one direction at a time, not 

simultaneously in both directions. 

  

87.  

Ans: A 

Sol: 

A collection of program that controls 

how your computer system runs and 

processes information is called 

Compiler. 

A compiler is computer software that 

transforms computer code written in 

one programming language (the 

source language) into another 

programming language (the target 

language). 

A program that translates between 

high-level languages is usually called a 

source-to-source compiler or 

transpiler. 

Compilers are used to convert high 

level languages (like C, C++ ) into 

machine code. 

 

88.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

SMPS is the acronym for Switched 

Mode Power Supply also known as 

Switching Mode Power Supply. 

SMPS is an electronic power supply 

system that makes use of a switching 

regulator to transfer electrical power 

effectively. It is a PSU (power supply 

unit) and is usually used in computers 

to change the voltage to the 

appropriate range for the computer. 

  

89.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

USB is the acronym for Universal Serial 

Bus, is an industry standard developed 

in the mid-1990s that defines the 

cables, connectors and 

communications protocols used in a 

bus for connection, communication, 

and power supply between computers 

and electronic devices. 

  

90.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

Here we can choose any 2 players for a 

match. 

Number of matches = 6C2 = 
6 × 5 × 4!

2! × (6−2)!
 

=15  
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91.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

● Maternity Benefit act, 1961 (M.B Act) 

provided 12 weeks maternity leave 

with wages to women. 

● However, Maternity Benefit 

Amendment Act 2017 has increased 

the duration of paid maternity leave 

available for women employees from 

the existing 12 weeks to 26 weeks. 

● B is the correct answer as per 2016. 

 

92.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

● Taxes are not included in social 

security instruments as they provide 

the government with funds for 

spending without inflation. So, income 

tax and general sales tax are not the 

instruments of social security in India. 

● The Maternity Benefit Amendment 

Act has increased the duration of paid 

maternity leave available for women 

employees from the existing 12 weeks 

to 26 weeks. 

● Social security schemes include the 

National Pension System, Employees' 

Provident Fund Organisation, 

Employees' State Insurance, Maternity 

Benefits, LIC, Postal provident Fund, 

etc. 

● Hence, C is the correct answer. 

 

 

 

93.  

Ans: C 

Sol:  

Let the cost price of 12 apples = Rs. 10 

Selling price of 100 apples = 8 × 10 = 

Rs. 80 

Cost price of 300 apples = 
10

12
× 300 = 

Rs. 250 (LCM of 12 and 100 is 300) 

Selling price of 300 apples = 3 × 80 = 

Rs. 240  

Loss percentage = 
250 − 240

250
× 100 = 4% 

 

94.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

Percentage rise in population from 

1970 to 1980 = 
50000−40000

40000
× 100 = 25% 

Percentage rise in population from 

1980 to 1990 = 
60000−50000

50000
× 100 = 20% 

Percentage rise in population from 

1990 to 2000 = 
72000−60000

60000
× 100 = 20% 

Percentage rise in population from 

2000 to 2010 = 
80000 − 72000

72000
× 100 = 

11.11% 

So, the percentage rise of population is 

same for 1980-90 and 1990-2000. 

 

95.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

Let the 4 quantities be a, b, c and d. 

 
a + b + c + d

4
=

a + b + c

3
 

3a + 3b + 3c + 3d = 4a + 4b + 4c 

3d = a + b + c 

⇒ d = 
a + b + c

3
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So, the fourth quantity is A.M of the 

first three quantities. 

  

96.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

Let the numbers be −4 and −7. 

Difference of numbers = −4 – (−7) = 

−4 + 7 = 3 

Sum of numbers = (−4) + (−7) = −11 

Here, difference of numbers > sum of 

numbers 

Let the numbers be 4 and −7. 

Difference of numbers = 4 – (–7) = 4 

+ 7 = 11 

Sum of numbers = 4 + (–7) = –3 

Again, difference of numbers > sum of 

numbers 

So, at least one of the numbers is 

negative. 

 

97. 

Ans: B 

Sol: 

Two digit palindrome are 11, 22, 

33,…….., 99. 

So, number of two-digit palindromes = 

9 

Number of ways to write the hundred 

place digit of three-digit palindromes = 

9 (any number from 1 to 9 can be 

chosen) 

Number of ways to write the tens place 

digit of three-digit palindromes = 10 

(as 0 can also be placed at tens place) 

Number of ways to write the unit place 

digit of three-digit palindromes = 1 (as 

the unit place digit will be same as the 

hundred place digit) 

Number of three-digit palindromes = 9 

× 10 = 90 

Only four-digit palindromes between 

10 and 1010 is 1001. 

So, the total number of palindromes 

between 10 and 1010 = 9 + 90 + 1 = 

100 

  

98.  

Ans: A 

Sol: 

Digit 1 can appear at either unit, tens 

and hundreds in a range of 1 to 300. 

1 in unit place: 

1, 11, 21, 31......91, i.e., 10 times in a 

100. 

So total occurrence in 300 = 3 × 10 = 

30 times 

1 in tens place: 

10, 11, 12, 13......19 = 10 times in a 

100. 

So, total occurrences in 300 = 3 × 10 

= 30 times 

1 in hundreds place: 

100, 101, 102 ....109,....199 = 100 

times 

Total = 30 + 30 + 100 = 160 

 

99.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

Sum of first n natural numbers = 
n(n + 1)

2
 

Sum of numbers = 
93(93 + 1)

2
−

26(26 + 1)

2
  

= 4371 – 351 = 4020 

Required average = 
4020

93 − 26
 = 60 
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100.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● Atal Pension Yojana (APY) was 

launched in 2015 to create a universal 

social security system for all Indians, 

especially poor, under-privileged and 

workers in the unorganized sector. It is 

administered by Pension Fund 

Regulatory and Development Authority 

(PFRDA). 

● Beneficiaries of this scheme should 

be in the age group of 18 to 40 years. 

● Subscribers would receive the 

guaranteed minimum monthly pension 

of Rs. 1000 or Rs. 2000 or Rs. 3000 or 

Rs. 4000 or Rs. 5000 respectively at 

the age of 60 years. 

● After a subscriber's death, the spouse 

is given the benefits and is mandatory 

to provide nominee details in the APY 

account. 

● Subscribers can make contributions 

to APY on a monthly/ quarterly / half-

yearly basis. 

● Hence, C is the correct answer. 

  

101.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

If speed become 
3

4
 of original speed, 

then the time taken will become 
4

3
 of 

original time. 

Let the original time be t min. 
4

3
t − t = 20  

⇒ 
1

3
t = 20 

⇒ t = 60 

Thus, increase in time = 60 min 

  

102. 

Ans: B 

Sol: 

● Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima 

Yojana is available to people in the age 

group 18 to 70 years with a bank 

account.  

● Aadhar would be the primary KYC for 

the bank account and risk coverage 

under the scheme is Rs.2 lakh for 

accidental death and full disability and 

Rs. 1 lakh for partial disability.  

● It is being offered by Public Sector 

General Insurance Companies or any 

other General Insurance Company who 

are willing to offer the product on 

similar terms with necessary approvals 

and tie up with banks for this purpose. 

It covers death and permanent 

disability due to accidents 

● So, B is the correct option. 

 

103.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

Speed = 
Distance

Time
 

Speed of A = 8 ×
5

18
 = 

20

9
 𝑚/𝑠  

Time taken by A to travel 1000 m = 
1000

20

9

 = 450 seconds 

Time taken by B to travel 950 m = 450 

+ 15 = 465 seconds 

Speed of B = 
950

465
×

18

5
 ≈ 7.4 km/h 
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104.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

In terms of speed: 
A

B
=

1000

960
=

25

24
=  

500

480
  

B

C
=

1000

950
=

20

19
=  

480

456
  

A : B : C = 500 : 480 : 456 

Thus, A will beat C by (500 – 456), i.e., 

44 m. 

  

105.  

Ans: A 

Sol: 

Let the number of employees be 100x. 

Number of men = 40% of 100x = 40x 

Number of women = 100x – 40x = 60x 

Number of tall men = 40x – 10% of 

100x = 40x – 10x = 30x 

Total number of tall employees = 50x 

Number of tall women = 50x – 30x = 

20x 

20x = 40 

⇒ x = 2 

Number of tall men employees = 30 × 

2 = 60 

  

106.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

● Gandhi-Irwin Pact 1931, was an 

agreement signed between Mohandas 

K. Gandhi (leader of the Indian 

nationalist movement) and Lord Irwin 

(British viceroy (1926–31) of India).  

● The pact marked the end of civil 

disobedience (satyagraha) in India 

against British rule that Gandhi and his 

followers had initiated with the Salt 

March (March–April 1930). 

● The result of this pact includes 

immediate release of all political 

prisoners not convicted of violence, 

remission of all fines not yet collected 

and return of all lands not yet sold to 

third parties. 

● So C is the correct answer. 

  

107.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● Absolute Measure of Dispersion 

provides an idea about the amount of 

dispersion/ spread in a set of 

observations.  

● They measure the dispersion in the 

same units as the units of original data. 

Commonly used Absolute Measures of 

Dispersion are Range, Quartile 

Deviation, Mean Deviation and 

Variance or Standard Deviation. 

● So, Coefficient of variation is not an 

absolute measure of dispersion. 

  

108.  

Ans: B 

Sol: 

Total cost price of mixture per kg = 
25 × 32 + 20 × 35

25 + 20
 = Rs.

100

3
 

Selling price of mixture per kg = 
115

100
×

100

3
 = Rs.

115

3
  

= Rs. 38.33 
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109.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

Let the width of pathways along AB and 

DC be x metre. 

(80 – 4 × 2)(60 – 2x) = 
3

4
× 80 × 60 

⇒ 72(60 – 2x) = 3600 

⇒ 60 – 2x = 50 

⇒ 2x = 10 

⇒ x = 5 

  

110.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

Let the number of guests at the party 

be x. 

Then, number of bowls available for 

rice = 
x

2
 

Number of bowls available for dal = 
x

3
 

Number of bowls available for curd = 
x

4
 

x

2
+  

x

3
+

x

4
 = 65 

⇒ 
6x + 4x + 3x

12
 = 65 

⇒ 
13x

12
 = 65 

⇒ x = 60 

  

111.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● Social security is a human right which 

responds to the universal need for 

protection against life risks and social 

needs. 

● Social Security benefits provide 

partial replacement income for people 

with sickness and disability, 

unemployment, crop failure, loss of the 

marital partner, maternity, 

responsibility for the care of young 

children, or retirement from work, etc. 

● So, D is the correct answer. 

  

112.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

5m = 9w 

⇒ 1 m = 
9

5
𝑤  

⇒ 3m = 
27

5
𝑤 

(3m + 6w) = 
27

5
𝑤 + 6𝑤 = 

57

5
𝑤 

Let the required number of days be d. 

9w × 19 = 
57

5
𝑤 × d 

⇒ d = 15 

  

113.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

Let the radius of circle be 2r. 

Area of circle = (2r)2 = 4r2 

New radius of circle = 50% of 2r = r 

Area of circle after decrease in radius = 

r2  

Percentage decrease in area = 
4r2− r2

4r2 ×

100 = 75% 

  

114.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

● Employees’ State Insurance Scheme 

of India is a multidimensional social 

security system that provides socio-

economic protection to working 
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population and their dependents 

covered under the scheme. 

● It was inaugurated in 1952 and is 

administered by an apex corporate 

body called the Employees' State 

Insurance Corporation. 

● Employees' State Insurance Act, 

1948 (ESI Act) was the first major 

legislation on social Security for 

workers in independent India. 

● It is applicable to non-seasonal 

factories employing 10 or more 

persons and has been extended to 

shops, hotels, restaurants, cinemas 

including preview theatres, road-motor 

transport undertakings and newspaper 

establishments employing 10* or more 

persons. 

● It has also been extended to Private 

Medical and Educational institutions 

employing 10* or more persons in 

certain States/UTs. 

● So, D is the correct answer. 

  

115.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

● Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima 

Yojana (PMJJBY) is available to people 

in the age group of 18 to 50 years 

having a bank account who give their 

consent to join / enable auto-debit. So 

statement 1 is not correct. 

● Life cover of Rs. 2 lakhs shall be for 

the one-year period stretching from 1st 

June to 31st May and will be renewable 

and risk coverage is for Rs. 2 Lakh in 

case of death of the insured to the 

family, due to any reason. So, 

statement 4 is correct. 

● The premium is Rs. 436 per annum 

which is to be auto debited in one 

installment from the subscriber’s bank 

account as per the option given by him 

on or before 31st May of each annual 

coverage period under the scheme. So, 

statement 3 is incorrect and statement 

2 is correct. 

● Hence, C is the correct answer. 

 

116.  

Ans: D 

Sol: 

Let the marks obtained by D be 100x. 

Marks obtained by C = 80% of 100x = 

80x 

Marks obtained by B = 
125

100
× 80𝑥 = 100x 

Marks obtained by A = 90% of 100x = 

90x 

90x = 360 

⇒ x = 
360

90
 = 4 

Marks obtained by D = 100 × 4 = 400 

Percentage of marks obtained by D = 
400

500
× 100 = 80% 

  

117.  

Ans: B  

Sol: 

The effects of an income tax on 

consumption, saving and investment 

are micro effects. Hence, statement I is 

correct. 
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In the case of direct tax, the burden 

can't be shifted by the taxpayer to 

someone else. These are largely taxes 

on income or wealth. Income tax, 

corporation tax, property tax, 

inheritance tax and gift tax are 

examples of direct tax.  

Hence, statement II is correct. Both 

statement I and II are correct but 

Statement (II) is not the correct 

explanation of Statement (1)  

Therefore, B is the right answer. 

  

118.  

Ans: A 

Sol: 

Trade between two countries takes 

place on account of differences in costs. 

The reason is that different countries 

have different factor endowments.  

Hence, both the statements are correct 

and also Statement (II) is the correct 

explanation of Statement (I).  

Therefore, A is the right answer. 

  

 

 

 

119.  

Ans: A 

Sol:  

Foreign investment may affect a 

country's export performance as inflow 

of foreign exchange may cause 

appreciation of local currency leading 

to a rise in the price of export 

commodities.  

Hence, both the statements are correct 

and also Statement (II) is the correct 

explanation of Statement (I). 

Therefore, A is the right answer.  

 

120.  

Ans: C 

Sol: 

The chairman of the Public Account 

committee is appointed from amongst 

its members by the Speaker of Lok 

Sabha. Hence statement I is true. 

The members of Public Account 

Committee are elected by the 

Parliament every year from amongst its 

members according to the principle of 

proportional representation by means 

of the single transferable vote. So, it 

has Member of Parliament as its 

members only.  

Hence statement Il is false.  
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